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To all wion it may concern. 
Be it known that I, JoSEPH G. HoFFAIAN, 

of Ste. Genevieve, in the county of Ste. Gene 
Vieve and State of Missouri, have invented a 
new and Improved Socket-Wrench, of which 
the following is a full, clear, and exact de Scription. 
My invention relates to a socket-wrench, 

and has for its object to provide a simple, in 
expensive, and durable tool of this character, 
the jaws of which will safely withstand tor. 
sional strains and may be readily locked to fit 
nuts or other articles of any given size, and 
may be made self-adjusting to fit nuts or ar 
ticles of various sizes within the capacity of 
the tool when it is pressed outward or forward by the operator. 
The invention consists in certain novel fea 

tures of construction and combinations of 
parts of the socket-wrench, all as hereinafter 
described and claimed. 

Reference is to be had to the accompanying 
drawings, forming part of this specification, in 
which similar letters of reference indicate cor 
responding parts in all the figures. 

Figure l is a side elevation of my improved 
Socket Wrench with the jaws locked at one ad 

Fig. 2 is a longitudinal section 
thereof taken on the line w w, Fig. 1. Fig. 3 
is a side elevation of the tool as set for self. 
adjustment of the jaws. Fig. 4 is a longitu 
dinal section thereof taken on the line aca, 
Fig. 3. Fig. 5 is a detail sectional side view 
of the outer parts of the tool. Fig. 6 is an 
outer end view of the wrench. Fig. 7 is a 
transverse section taken on the line y y, Fig. 
1, and Fig. 8 is a cross-section taken on the 
line 2 2, Fig. 3. 
The barrel or jaw-case A of the tool tapers 

gradually from its outer end toward its inner 
end, a, which is formed to fit the socket of any 
ordinary bit-brace or a transversely-ranging 
handle, either of which may be conveniently 
used in operating the tool. At its outer end 
the barrel A is provided with a longitudinal 
chamber or socket, B; at the base of which is 
placed a spiral spring, C, which normally 
forces the jaws DE of the tool forward in the 
socket, into which they are closely fitted. The 

So jaws D E are halved together at their rear 
parts, like a pair of ordinary pincher's or pliers, 

and are each fulcrumed on the Sanhe pivot 
pin, F, which is passed into them through a 
longitudinally-ranging slot, G, made in one 
side wall of the barrel. The outer ends of 
the jaws are provided with right-angular or 
D-shaped notches de, adapted to grasp diago 
nally-opposite corners of a bolt-nut or other 
object for tightening or turning it. The slot 
G is long enough to allow the wrench jaws to 
move together backward or forward in the 
barrel, and the shape of the outer parts of the 
jaws is such that they always have bearings on 
the opposite end walls, a? a , of the barrel at 
the outer end of its socket, and this socket is 
formed at its side walls, a” (t, to fit the oppo 
site sides of the jaws for quite their whole 
length; hence the jaws cannot be twisted in 
the barrel, however severe a torsional strain 
may be brought upon them when the wrench is 
in use. The fair fit of the side walls of the 
barrel-socket onto the sides of the jaws is most 
important in preventing twisting or over 
straining of the jaws, as above described. A. 
screw or pin, H, which is fitted to the barrel 
A near its outer end and crosses the socket B 
between the jaws DE, causes the jaws to open 
as they are projected by the spring C, and also 
holds the jaws in the barrel. This screw or 
pin H also serves as a pivot-pin to an elastic 
latch-plate, I, which is held by the screw to 
one side of the barrel A and over its slot G, 
through which the jaw-pivot F projects. The 
reduced outer end, f, of the jaw - pivot is 
adapted to enter a slot, J, made in the latch 
plate, and is adapted to enter also any one of 
a series of holes, K, made in Said plate at one 
side of its slot J. The back end of the latch 
plate is preferably upturned at i to facilitate 
springing it outward to engage either its slot 
J or one of its holes K with the jaw-pivot. 
The operation of the wrench is very simple 

and effective, and is as follows: When certain 
fixed positions of the jaws DE are required 
to cause them to fit a series of nuts of any one 
size, it is only necessary to set the jaws to the 
desired size and lock them so by engaging the 
pivot-pin end f with one of the latch-holes K, 
which will prevent endwise motion of the jaws, 
and consequently hold them in relatively 
fixed positions at their outer socketed ends to 
fit the required size of nuts on which the 
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the latch I will be adjusted so that the endf 

Wrench is to be used. This adjustment of the 
tool is shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 7 of the draw 
ings. When the jaws are to be self-adjusting 
to fit any nut or article to which they may be 
applied, as the operator simply exerts an out 
ward pressure on the brace or handle of tool, 

of the jaw - pivot F is in the latch-slot J, as 
will be understood from Figs. 3, 4, and 8 of 
the drawings. It will thus appear that the 
wrench may be almost instantly adjusted to fit 
any number of successive nuts or objects of 
any given size, or so as to adjust itself to fit 
nuts or objects of different sizes within the ca 
pacity of the tool. 

It is obvious that the screw or pin H. not 
only causes opening of the jaws as they are 
projected by the spring and holds the jaws in 
the barrel, but said screw or pin serves also 
as a fastening for the latch device I, and this 
latch, by the engagement of its slot J or one of 
its holes K with the reduced end f of the jaw 
pivot F, will by action on the pivot-shoulder 
at the base of its end f securely hold the pivot 
against endwise displacement, thus allowing it 
to be simply slipped through the barrel-slot G 
and into the jaws DE, where it will be held 
without riveting or other fastening, all of which 
promotes the economical manufacture and 
maximum utility of the wrench. 
Having thus described my invention, what I 

claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is 

1. The combination, in a wrench, of a case 
or barrel having a longitudinal socket and a 
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side slot, gripping-jaws fitted in the socket, a 
pin passed through the side slot and into the 
jaws to pivot the jaws together, a screw or pin 
crossing the barrel between the jaws and in 
front of the jaw-pivot, and a latch device held 
to the barrel and provided with one or more 
holes to which the jaw-pivot is adapted, sub 
stantially as herein set forth. 

2. The combination, in a wrench, of a case 
or barrel having a longitudinal Socket and a 
side slot, gripping-jaws fitted in the socket, a 
pin passed through the side slot and into the 
jaws to pivot them together, a screw or pin 
crossing the barrel between the jaws and in 
front of the jaw-pivot, and a latch device held 
to the barrel and provided with a series of 
holes, and a slot adapted, respectively, to en 
gage and receive the jaw-pivot, substantially 
as described, for the purposes set forth. 

3. The combination, in a wrench, of a bar 
rel, A, socketed at B and having a side slot, 
G, a spring, C, in said socket, jaws DE, piv 
oted together in said socket on a pin, F, passed 
through the slot G and having a reduced end, 
f, a screw or pin, H, fitted to the barrel A and 
across its socket B between the jaws DE, and 
a latch device, I, held to the barrel by the 
screw or pin H and having a slot, J, and a se 
ries of holes, K, adapted to engage the jaw 
pivot Ff, substantially as described, for the 
purposes set forth. 

JOSEPH G. HOFFMAN. 
Witnesses: 

IFELIX SUCHER, 
EMILE C. LELIE. 
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